
ACCESS NEEDS SURVEY [EXAMPLE]

Name

Email

Pronouns

Role in production company

Tell us about your rehearsal preferences:

What makes you feel supported in a rehearsal room?
(Any specific tools the team could provide?)

What are your specific access needs? Some examples of this could be: “I need to sit
close to the piano so I can hear it clearly.” or “It’s difficult for me to focus if the rehearsal
space is too cold” or “I need things in large print.”

How do you best grasp new materials?

(ex: acting notes, staging, music)

For example: “I am a visual learner and therefore would prefer to watch the
choreography before doing it myself” or “let me know what you’re envisioning for the
scene, and please tell me specific things I can fix, or what to keep because it’s working!”

Tell us about your dislikes during a rehearsal process:

Is there anything that makes you feel uncomfortable in a rehearsal space?

What makes you feel uncomfortable in a group setting?

What sensory information would you like to share with us?

Feel free to share any sensory experience relevant to the rehearsal room that brings you
joy or anything that may trigger or upset you. Examples of this could be “I love when the
lights are low because it makes me feel calm!” or “Bright lights really bother me.”



How can we make costumes and costume fittings comfortable for you?

Is there anything you’d like us to know? (Some examples could be: “I like to be warned
before I’m touched” or “I hate this specific fabric” or “I prefer pants to dresses”).*

How can we make the use of props comfortable for you?

Is there anything you’d like us to know? (Some examples could be: “I need a lot of
practice with a prop before I use it” or “I hate this specific texture” or “I need clear
direction about why I am using it.”).

What break system works best for you?

The team is planning to utilize a standard union break schedule which is a 5-minute
break every 55 minutes, or a 10-minute break every 80 minutes. Please select the
following statement that best applies

● I like this break schedule and am flexible about the length of breaks.
● I would prefer longer breaks more often.
● I would prefer shorter breaks more often.
● I need something different.
● If you chose "I need something different", please specify.

Please share any other accessibility needs you would like us to consider as we prepare
for our process.


